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Tyle-Tye@

Twisted Wire
System

STORM-LOCK Tyle-Tyet Systems include the Hurricone
Strop System, the Twisted Wire System ond the Riness Tile-Tie@
System, With these fostening methods the only puncture of the
membrone is of the onchoring points, These onchoring points
ore seoled in the oppropriote roofing mostic. STORM-LOCK
Tyle-Tye@ Systems ore in complionce with IBC ond lRC.

The Tyle-Tye@ Twisted Wire is o

continuous element of twisted wire
thot is ottoched by meons of o
Tyle-Tye@ Deck Anchor or Double
Plote Anchor to the roof deck
through the chosen underloyment,
The continuous element consists of
two wires twisted together with o
loop or eyelet opproximotely every
six (6) inches, The loops or eyelets ir
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the twisted wire ore used to
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occomodote whichever wire is
selected to fosten individuol roof tiles

Syste
The Tyle-Tye@ Hurricone Strop

system is used where moximum
holding power is required. Eoch
strop is l0 feet long, Once the
strops qre fostened to the deck,
ond the fostening points ore
seoled in opproved roofing
mostic, eoch tile is connected to
o punch out providing for o
speedy instollotion.

A loop in the Tyle-Tye@ Twisted
Wire is slipped down over the stems
of the Tyle-Tye@ Deck Anchor,
ond the two stem elements ore

then bent oport to engoge the
Twisted Wire loop to prevent it from
slipping off. The Double Plote
Anchor system con olso be used
to fosten the Tyle-Tye@ Twisted
Wire to the roof deck,

The Tyle-Tye@ Hurricone Strop
system consists of o 1" wide by

24 gouge strop with punch outs
every 4" to connect eoch piece
of roofing tile, ond onchor holes
every 4' to noil, screw or spike the
strop securely to ony type of roof
deck, lndividuol tiles ore secured
to the strop using Tie Wires,
Connectors, or Tie Rods. Besides
being onchored of the eove ond
ridge, the strops ore onchored
of 5 foot interuols os required to
ovoid overstressing ony cne
onchor point.

Conneclion of Tiles lnto Tyte-Tye@ Hunicone

Tie Rod
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ond bend it bock on

itself one full revolution,

lndividuol roof tiles ore tied into the
loops of the Tyle-Tye@ Twisted
Wire by meons of o Tie Wire or
Tie Rod of similor metol, Besides
being onchored of eove ond ridge
the Tyle-Tie@ Twisted Wire

system is onchored of 5 foot
intervols os required to ovoid
overstressing ony one onchor

polnt.

For further

informotion refer to the

Tyle-Tye@ Twisted Wire

Specificotions.

